
SANTA LUCIA 
 
SITE  
The hamlet of Santa Lucia is situated on the coast of Central Eastern Sardinia, on the cape of the same name 

bounding La Caletta Gulf to the South. It belongs to the Municipality of Siniscola - Province of Nuoro - which 

borders to the north with the Municipalities of Posada e Torpè, to the west with Lodé, to the south with Lula, 

Irgoli, Onifai and Orosei, and to the east with the Tyrrhenian Sea. 

 
BACKGROUND 
Siniscola has its roots in the Nuragic period, as is witnessed by the several nuraghi scattered in the countryside 

around the town. New Stone Age settlements were created in the valleys and plains crossed by the Cedrino and 

Posada, rivers, marking the development of a river civilization. The Phoenician-Carthaginian and Roman 

dominations ensued; the town developed in the Early Middle Ages. In this period, Siniscola was a flourishing 

center, which played a major role within the local kingdom or “Giudicato” of Gallura, to which it belonged. In 1514 

towers and walls were built to protect it from the raids of Moorish pirates. In the modern age, Siniscola was 

assigned to the diocese of Galtellì. Around the mid 1800s the main urban nucleus of Siniscola had  a triangular 

shape, presumably coinciding with the perimeter of the ancient curtain walls, built in 1514. Between 1867 and 

1930 some major public works projects gave strong momentum to the town’s development: the construction of 

the road linking Lula to Siniscola and the La Caletta Port and the Cagliari-Olbia State Road; reclamation of the 

coastal wetlands around La Caletta, by means of construction of the Vivarelli canal and its secondary branches.  

Around 1950, with the advent of industrialization, the agricultural sector abandoned its role as primary economic 

activity while the tourist sector started taking off, albeit with unplanned, poor quality developments. This process 

led to expansion of the urban area, which in the last part of the decade began encroaching on the surrounding 

farmland. Growth took place in a haphazard, pell-mell manner, since the town council had not adopted any 

zoning plan. Starting from 1970 and to the present date, the territory showed obvious signs of development 

which however, until 1985, generated uncontrolled mushrooming of urban and coastal area developments, 

accompanied by a significant amount of unlicensed constructions.  

Although with substantial delay, in the 1980s the Municipal Administration adopted a series of Zoning Plans: 

the Regulatory Plan for Tourist Zones and the Detailed Plan for the Regional Interest Industrial Zone (1982), 

the General Zoning Plan (1989) and, as a follow-up to it the Reordering Plan for the Unauthorized 

Development of Sa Petra Ruia; finally the Detailed Plans for La Caletta and S. Lucia were drawn up.  

The outlying district of Santa Lucia lies near the Aragonese Tower of the same name, built in the 17th century 

in front of the Santa Lucia Church (presumably dating back to the Pisan period) to defend the hinterland from 

Saracen incursions, among the pine woods stretching behind the coast towards the south down to the beach 

of S’Ena ‘e Sa Chitta. Thanks to its strategic position, the entire area was used for boat landing, so that in 

1003 mention was already made of the Port of Santa Lucia.  

The urban layout of the village started developing with the form it has maintained to this day in the second half 

of the 19th century, as a nucleus of row houses on level land, intended as a fishing village and summer resort, 



and it continued expansion along the south-west axis until the early decades of the 20th century. 

Its imprint as a seaside resort – unusual at the time – led from the start to seasonal use. In 1951 the village 

had 143 permanent residents, thanks to the families of fishermen from Ponza who had moved there. In the 

late 1960s there was a flurry of building which was subsequently curbed - apart from some expansions of 

existing buildings and new buildings on Via del Mare - by the presence of pine woods under forest protection 

and the dominant presence of public land. 

 

NOTABLE FEATURES  
 

The Pisan Church 
The Church of Santa Lucia seems to date back to the earliest time of Pisan rule. If it is true that the Church also 

gave its name to the port and to the district in which it stands, this monument must have been built before the 

year 1003. The port of Santa Lucia, hence also the Church of the same name, are also mentioned in another 

exceptionally important Pisan document dated 1263. 

 

The Tower 
The Aragonese Tower was built in 1639 in front of the church to stand guard over the port and the Siniscola 

river. The tower was substantially altered in the 18th century. It has the shape of a truncated cone, is 11 m in 

diameter at the base and about 10 m high. The parade ground still has its merlons and cannons pointing out to 

sea. 

 
The urban layout 
The urban layout, in addition to the first simple development of houses placed in a half circle around the Church 

and the rows of houses forming a orthogonal grid along the east-west axis, also comprises a more recent 

development to one side lying on the opposite side of the older one, consisting of a set of single-family houses 

mainly for seasonal use. 

By virtue of the physical and legal constraints applied to the surrounding territory, the urban nucleus of S. Lucia 

has largely preserved its original size, although over the years its original building types have been deeply 

altered, also as a consequence of the total demolition of many old buildings which were replaced by new ones.  

Within the area identified by the General Zoning Plan as “Historic Centre”, the elements especially worthy of 

protection are: 

-the Church and the adjoining square where the tower stands 

-the area framed by the ring road, the boat beach, and the block lying to the north-west in the perimeter of the 

detailed plan. 

 

CONTEXT 
The town of Siniscola lies on the alluvial plain of the river bearing the same name, 40 m above sea level. It 

includes the outlying districts of Santa Lucia, La Caletta and Capo Comino and has a resident population of 



about 10,234. Today, this town is the major centre of Baronia. The whole area stretching from Siniscola to 

Orosei and Dorgali is dotted with farmhouses, country inns and holiday homes, and is exceptionally suitable 

for seaside tourism.  

The municipal territory has a very interesting landscape characterized by the alternating presence of sea and 

mountains. In fact, the north-western portion is dominated by the massif of Monte Albo, to the south we find the 

less rugged relief of Mount Senes, towards the hinterland open up alluvial plains, while the coast is marked  by 

the beaches of Capo Comino, La Caletta and Santa Lucia. 

The main drainage basin is the valley of the Siniscola river, which flows into the sea forming an estuary on the 

Mare Flumene beach. 

The area can be reached by car along SS.131, heading towards Abbasanta - Nuoro - Olbia, this being the 

highway which links Cagliari and Oristano with Nuoro and with the Olbia-Golfo Aranci hub, also supporting in its 

last leg (Siniscola - Olbia), the strong development of tourist initiatives on the coast, or along the coastal road, 

SS 125 - Orientale Sarda, linking the town of Siniscola to the eastern coast and to Olbia, whose port and airport 

comprise the main links with the mainland. The road network is largely inadequate, and in the high season, 

traffic congestion can be a major problem. The Olbia-Nuoro highway, once the S. Teodoro-Olbia section is 

opened, should provide easier access both to the seaside resorts along the coast up to S. Lucia di Siniscola 

and also to the island’s hinterland. 

 

 



 

THEME 
 
The cove of Santa Lucia close to the medieval church and the tower, currently known as “Boat beach”, has 

been a landing post for boats since very ancient times. The village, which originated as a summer holiday 

resort in the late 19th century, lies on the southern tip of La Caletta Gulf. Unlike the other seaside district of 

Siniscola, Santa Lucia has largely maintained its original configuration to this day. For this reason too, the high 

influx of summer tourists and the inadequacy of infrastructure and services create problems as regards 

usability of the village and its surrounds. 

Possible themes for reflection include the overall upgrading of the village through a planned set of projects 

concerning access, parking, and miscellaneous services, including waterfront redesign, improvement of the 

squares and green areas, paying special attention to the areas bordering the district (pinewood and sea), to 

enhance and protect its landscape values. Other themes concern a proposal, for regeneration for residential 

and tourist accommodation purposes, of the scattered houses in the farmland and of those situated in tourist 

zones. Other more specific themes, such as the entrance to the village, upgrading of the access road and the 

square and the Aragonese tower areas may constitute targeted developments of the broader themes. 

A further area of study could focus on strengthening the attractiveness of the area, proposing services not only 

for enjoyment of seaside resources but also for excursion-based tourism so as to constitute the node of a 

network of local services supporting use of nature itineraries, and promoting forms of tourism less linked to the 

summer season. 

Proposals should refer to the goals, guidelines and criteria of the RLP. The present suggestions provided are in 

no way binding to competitors who are free to supplement and integrate them with other  considerations deriving 

from the study of the village and its relations with the surrounding context. 



 

 



 
 


